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Check out our essay example on Blinds to Go: Staffing a Retail Expansion to start writing!.

Employee referrals a. Although, we are a small business I will provide information that will show with the
right amount of employees, possessing the knowledge, skill, and ability KSA skill sets we can maximize
efficiency and meet the critical business needs at the appropriate times. Senior management. The close contact
between in-store management and the sales representatives helps to develop a more team-like feel within each
store which would suggest that a store to store competition would be very health and would help to determine
the team-working dynamics of each store. These acts enforced the deportation and imprisonment of illegal
aliens by the President from the United States. Introduction: Blinds To Go BTG is a retail fabricator cum
retailer of window dressings and has been very successful in its field due to a unique business model and a
dedicated workforce. The new business plan generated positive customer responses and by year , the business
has expanded widely across North America. Phase 1 - Planâ€¦. This gives us a base for our hiring specialists to
go through applications and pick and choose the right candidates who best meet the job requirements and
specifications. This may result in unsatisfied customer base as well. Also, every current employee should be
polled to determine who and how many of them would have a willingness to relocation. With proper training
on managers and supervisors, sales can increase, therefore generate more profit to the company. Under the
Affordable Care Act of , which was signed by Obama on March 23, , thirty two million Americans who were
previously not eligible for Medicaid may now have the opportunity A distilled feeling of uncertainty, as
America put into office a Democratic-Republican, who caused tension to the federalist party after previously
congress had issued the Alien and Sedition Acts. It became a huge success in its field due to its Unique
Business Model of delivery within 48 hours and a Dedicated Workforce driven by the Collective motive of
taking BTG towards an unparalleled growth. I am particularly indebted to Marie, for many reasons that go
well beyond this book, but specifically in this instance for making the countless sacrifices and giving the kind
of emotional and practical day-to-day support that make writing a book possible, and for being the kind of
person that inspires me to Strategic Human Resource Management View. The first of these factors was the
seniority based transfer rules that allowed veteran teachers who wanted to transfer between schools first bid on
posted vacancies. What are three actions that BTG can take to address its turnover issues? Other security
features includes the final check at the arrival. They've got some time but not a whole lot of it. One way to
ensure this is expansion. Currently, BTG has several channels through which it conducts hiring â€” Employee
referrals, Internet sourcing, professional recruiters, newspaper advertising and store generated leads. This can
provide a steady flow of potential sales representatives through the students through various future
partnerships. Complex processes and decision making is an integral part of it and thus organizational
direction, coordination and evaluation is required. What DataClear needs to do is to not panic, slow down, and
take a clearer look at its situation and the business environment and develop some strategic options that will
allow it to go global when the time comes. So instead of providing recommendations for overall company you
need to specify the marketing objectives of that particular brand. They could use banner ads in popular
websites. In which ways is BTG not prepared to meet its plans to increase staff? Listing critical incidents is
however time consuming, thus, this is normally left out of the hiring procedure. I bet you closed your eyes.
You do not have to see the one you love to know you love them. Organizational Staffing Plan words 6 pages
The purpose of this paper is to provide a staffing plan for Guardian Angel Daycare center. This is certainly the
case for the narrator in "Cathedral" by Raymond Carver, for surely only someone who did not take sight for
granted, would feel so strongly about those who are sightless. The business continues to grow. In order to find
more suitable employees, BTG is using several channels of hiring like employee referrals, internet sourcing,
newspaper advertising etc. Initially BTG implemented a total commission based structure for its sales force
that not only promoted healthy competition, but kept the employees motivated as they knew their earnings
would have no limit as long as they could close many sales. Explain how the idea could be implemented, and
why you believe it may help. You can use this history to draw a growth path and illustrate vision, mission and
strategic objectives of the organization. Although the title suggests that the How can BTG improve on the
weaknesses you identified in question 1, and what can it do to maintain the strengths? You can do business
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case study analysis by following Fern Fort University step by step instructions - Company history is provided
in the first half of the case. Shiller was the sole operator of the company and until his son joined in s, He
persuaded his father to focus on selling blinds. Business environments are often complex and require holistic
solutions. Retail consistsâ€¦.


